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Since political connection becomes a hot topic in international literature in the 
pastdecades, in this paper we want to investigate the relationship between political 
connections and earnings equality. In particular, research methods based on political 
connections of top managers are widely used in this field. Economic explanations for 
poor earnings quality typically focus on agency and governance issues. Few studies 
examine how earnings quality varies with political connections in political connected 
firms. In the context of China, which has particular economic and political systems, it 
is very important to study the impact of political connections on the accounting 
properties of firms, especially earnings quality and earnings management. 
In China, domestic studies leave open the question whether political connections 
improve or lower earnings quality. So, in this paper we want to till the gaps in this 
area in China. We focus on the private firms and choose two dimensions of earnings 
quality to investigate how the political connections of chairman of the board or CEO 
influence the earnings quality of the private listed firms. Based on the sample of 
Chinese A-share listed firms during 2008 and 2011, we find that other things being 
equal, earnings quality in private listed firms with political connections is poorer than 
that of similar non-connected peers. 
This paper is divided into five chapters. The first chapter includes a 
comprehensive explanation of the background, meaning and object of study and an 
overview of the contents of the paper. The literature review of Chapter 2 which is the 
theoretical basis of empirical research sorted out the existing study about political 
connection, earnings management and the relationship between them. In the empirical 
chapter 3 and chapter 4, we get a sample of 5083 data during 2008-2011 through 
Company’s Annual Report, CSMAR and The Wind Database. Based on theoretical 
analysis, the empirical analysis is expanded by constructing appropriate model. 
Finally, chapter 5 suggests possible directions for further research based on a 
















As a result, our paper gets some important findings as follows: (1) Despite of the 
nature of the case, the political connection and corporate earnings management 
behavior is not relevant. However, the private listed companies of political connection 
earnings management. (2) There is no significant relationship between political 
connection based on government officials. Political connections based on NPC deputy 
or members of CPPCC increase the significance of accounting earnings. (3) From the 
perspective of political connections, we find that executives in the companies of weak 
profitability prefer to earnings management. Meanwhile, high-growth with long 
operating cycle will be more inclined to earnings management, but executives of 
political connection background did not significantly affect its strength. (4) the lower 
the degree of regional markets, political connection is more significant effect on 
earnings management. 
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第一章   导论 


























































究基础，提出论文研究假设；构建样本，选取 2008 年-2011 年期间中国沪深两































































第三节  本文特色之处 
本文的改进主要体现在以下方面： 
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